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ICFA wins the 2013 MARAC 
Finding Aid Award! 
Session 4 
Finding Aid Award Winners 
MARAC Fall 2014 
 
Rona Razon 
Image Collections and Fieldwork Archives 
Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection 
Washington, D.C. 
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Collection Title:  The Byzantine Institute and Dumbarton Oaks  
   Fieldwork Records and Papers,  

















Protagonists: Thomas Whittemore and The Byzantine Institute 
Film clip from Hagia Sophia: Conservation 





← William John Gregory’s “Personal Diary 
No.2”   
Richard Gregory’s “Note-book No. 2: Notes 
and Observations Taken at St. Sophia”→ 
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← Film clip from Hagia Sophia: Conservation 
Techniques for Mosaics, Part 1   
 
http://vimeo.com/63658458  
Film clip from Hagia Sophia: Restoration of the 




← “overly processed” BI/DO Collection in 2010 
Laurian Douthett, former Byzantine Archive 
Assistant (2010-2012) → 
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Finding aid in long-form 
Finding aid in AtoM@DO 
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For other standards sources, see: http://atom.doaks.org/icaatom/index.php/standards   
Sample of index terms 
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Sample of an original title structure  Sample of a folder description structure  
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Hitoshi Takanezawa (right) of Kobe Shukugawa 
Gakuin University 
Charles King of Georgetown University 
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Thank You!  
 
 
For more information, please explore our: 
 
• Finding aids: http://atom.doaks.org/icaatom/index.php/  
 
• Website: http://www.doaks.org/library-archives/icfa  
 
• Online Exhibits: http://www.doaks.org/library-archives/icfa/online-exhibits  
 
• Blog: http://icfadumbartonoaks.wordpress.com/  
 




Contact information:  
 
Rona Razon, Archivist – razonr@doaks.org  
 
Image Collections and Fieldwork Archives (ICFA) – icfa@doaks.org  
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